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Algebra is accessible and engaging with this popular text from Charles "Pat" McKeague! ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA is infused
with McKeague's passion for teaching mathematics. With years of classroom experience, he knows how to write in a way
that you will understand and appreciate. McKeague's attention to detail and exceptionally clear writing style help you to
move through each new concept with ease. Real-world applications in every chapter of this user-friendly book highlight
the relevance of what you are learning. And studying is easier than ever with the book's multimedia learning resources,
including ThomsonNOW for ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA, a personalized online learning companion.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
"Prealgebra is designed to meet scope and sequence requirements for a one-semester prealgebra course. The text
introduces the fundamental concepts of algebra while addressing the needs of students with diverse backgrounds and
learning styles. Each topic builds upon previously developed material to demonstrate the cohesiveness and structure of
mathematics. Prealgebra follows a nontraditional approach in its presentation of content. The beginning, in particular, is
presented as a sequence of small steps so that students gain confidence in their ability to succeed in the course. The
order of topics was carefully planned to emphasize the logical progression throughout the course and to facilitate a
thorough understanding of each concept. As new ideas are presented, they are explicitly related to previous topics."--BC
Campus website.
COLLEGE ALGEBRA AND CALCULUS: AN APPLIED APPROACH, Second Edition provides your students a comprehensive
resource for their college algebra and applied calculus courses. The mathematical concepts and applications are
consistently presented in the same tone and pedagogy to promote confidence and a smooth transition from one course to
the next. The consolidation of content for two courses in a single text saves you time in your course--and saves your
students the cost of an extra textbook. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
A Combined Course
Expressions and Linear Equations
Intermediate Algebra (softcover)
Intermediate Algebra: Algebra Within Reach
College Algebra and Calculus: An Applied Approach
Exploring the Unknown, Student Guide
For grades 3-5, our State Standards-based combined resource meets the algebraic concepts addressed by
the NCTM standards and encourages the students to review the concepts in unique ways. The task sheets
introduce the mathematical concepts to the students around a central problem taken from real-life
experiences, while the drill sheets provide warm-up and timed practice questions for the students to
strengthen their procedural proficiency skills. Included are opportunities for problem-solving,
patterning, algebraic graphing, equations and determining averages. The combined task & drill sheets
offer space for reflection, and opportunity for the appropriate use of technology. Also contained are
assessment and standards rubrics, review sheets, test prep, color activity posters and bonus worksheets.
All of our content is aligned to your State Standards and are written to Bloom's Taxonomy, STEM, and
NCTM standards.
The new edition of BEGINNING ALGEBRA is an exciting and innovative revision that takes an already
successful text and makes it more compelling for today's instructor and student. The authors have
developed a learning plan to help students succeed in Beginning Algebra and transition to the next level
in their coursework. Based on their years of experience in developmental education, the accessible
approach builds upon the book's known clear writing and engaging style which teaches students to develop
problem-solving skills and strategies that they can use in their everyday lives. The authors have
developed an acute awareness of students' approach to homework and present a learning plan keyed to
Learning Objectives and supported by a comprehensive range of exercise sets that reinforces the material
that students have learned setting the stage for their success. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Designed for first-year developmental math students who need support in beginning algebra, Elementary
Algebra, 4/e, retains the hallmark features for which the Larson team is known: abundant, high-quality
applications; the use of real data; the integration of visualization (figures and graphs) throughout;
and extensive opportunities for self-assessment (mid-chapter quizzes, review exercises, tests, and
cumulative tests). In developing supportive new features for the Fourth Edition, the authors' goal is
for students to come away from the class with a firm understanding of algebra and how it functions as a
modern modeling language.
Prealgebra
Elementary Algebra for College Students
501 Algebra Questions
Intermediate Algebra
Video Math Tutor: Algebra: Introduction to Algebra
Score higher on the ASVAB AFQT Having a stable and well-paying career in the military can change your life for the better—and this book
makes it easier than ever to pass the ASVAB AFQT so you can serve your country and set your future up for success. Inside, you’ll find all
the guidance and instruction you need to practice your way through the Math Knowledge, Paragraph Comprehension, Word Knowledge, and
Arithmetic Reasoning sections of the exam so nothing comes as a surprise on test day. Plus, you get a one-year subscription to the online
companion, where you can take additional full-length practice tests and focus your study where you need it the most. Updated guidelines and
tools to analyze test scores and understand how to master these critical sections of the exam Advice and tips for becoming more confident
with vocabulary, word knowledge, and reading comprehension skills A review of math basics, including algebra and geometry instruction Four
full-length practice exams with complete explanations and answers to track your progress Your future in the military awaits! Get there faster
and more confidently with ASVAB AFQT For Dummies!
This bestselling author team explains concepts simply and clearly, without glossing over difficult points. Problem solving and mathematical
modeling are introduced early and reinforced throughout, providing students with a solid foundation in the principles of mathematical thinking.
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Comprehensive and evenly paced, the book provides complete coverage of the function concept, and integrates a significant amount of
graphing calculator material to help students develop insight into mathematical ideas. The authors' attention to detail and clarity—the same as
found in James Stewart's market-leading Calculus text—is what makes this text the market leader. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Do your students attempt to memorize facts and mimic examples to make it through algebra? James Stewart, author of the worldwide, bestselling calculus texts, saw this scenario time and again in his classes. So, along with longtime coauthors Lothar Redlin and Saleem Watson,
he wrote COLLEGE ALGEBRA specifically to help students learn to think mathematically and to develop genuine problem-solving skills.
Comprehensive and evenly-paced, the text has helped hundreds of thousands of students. Incorporating technology, real-world applications,
and additional useful pedagogy, the Seventh Edition promises to help more students than ever build conceptual understanding and a core of
fundamental skills. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
The new edition of INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA is an exciting and innovative revision that takes an already successful text and makes it more
compelling for today's instructor and student. The authors have developed a learning plan to help students succeed in Intermediate Algebra
and transition to the next level in their coursework. Based on their years of experience in developmental education, the accessible approach
builds upon the book's known clear writing and engaging style which teaches students to develop problem-solving skills and strategies that
they can use in their everyday lives. The authors have developed an acute awareness of students' approach to homework and present a
learning plan keyed to Learning Objectives and supported by a comprehensive range of exercise sets that reinforces the material that
students have learned setting the stage for their success. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
College Algebra with Applications for Business and Life Sciences
MathScape: Seeing and Thinking Mathematically, Course 3, Exploring the Unknown, Student Guide
Beginning and Intermediate Algebra: A Guided Approach
Elementary Algebra 2e

The main focus of ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA, 5e, is to address the fundamental needs of today's developmental math
students. Offering a uniquely modern, balanced program, ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA, 5e, integrates conceptual
understanding with traditional skill and practice reinforced through visual and interactive practice in Enhanced
WebAssign, available exclusively from Cengage Learning. By helping students understand the language of algebra and
the why behind problem solving through instructional approaches and worked examples, they are better equipped to
succeed at the how. Practice is essential in making these connections and it is emphasized in ELEMENTARY
ALGEBRA, 5e, with additional practice problems both in the text and Enhanced WebAssign. Give your students
confidence by showing them how Algebra is not just about the x it's also about the WHY. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
COLLEGE ALGEBRA WITH APPLICATIONS FOR BUSINESS AND LIFE SCIENCES, Second Edition, meets the
demand for courses that emphasize problem solving, modeling, and real-world applications for business and the life
sciences. The authors provide a firm foundation in algebraic concepts, and prompt students to apply their understanding
to relevant examples and applications they are likely to encounter in college or in their careers. The program addresses
the needs of students at all levels--and in particular those who may have struggled in previous algebra courses--offering
an abundance of examples and exercises that reinforce concepts and make learning more dynamic. The early
introduction of functions in Chapter 1 ensures compatibility with syllabi and provides a framework for student learning.
Instructors can also opt to use graphing technology as a tool for problem solving and for review or retention. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Larson IS student success. INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA owes its success to the hallmark features for which the Larson
team is known: learning by example, a straightforward and accessible writing style, emphasis on visualization through the
use of graphs to reinforce algebraic and numeric solutions and to interpret data, and comprehensive exercise sets. These
pedagogical features are carefully coordinated to ensure that students are better able to make connections between
mathematical concepts and understand the content. With a bright, appealing design, the new Fifth Edition builds on the
Larson tradition of guided learning by incorporating a comprehensive range of student success materials to help develop
students' proficiency and conceptual understanding of algebra. The text also continues coverage and integration of
geometry in examples and exercises. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Larson IS student success. ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA: ALGEBRA WITHIN REACH owes its success to the hallmark
features for which the Larson team is known: learning by example, a straightforward and accessible writing style,
emphasis on visualization through the use of graphs to reinforce algebraic and numeric solutions and to interpret data,
and comprehensive exercise sets. These pedagogical features are carefully coordinated to ensure that students are
better able to make connections between mathematical concepts and understand the content. With a bright, appealing
design, the new Sixth Edition builds on the Larson tradition of guided learning by incorporating a comprehensive range of
student success materials to help develop students' proficiency and conceptual understanding of algebra. The text also
continues coverage and integration of geometry in examples and exercises. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Algebra and Trigonometry
Beginning Algebra
With Online Practice Tests
Intermediate Algebra 2e
TRANSITIONING TO MATH PROFICIENCY
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Simple Steps for Sixth Grade helps your child master math and language arts skills such as fractions, decimals, ratios, percents,
integers, expressions, equations, geometry, statistics, grammar, punctuation, capitalization, usage, and sentence structure. A
standards-based resource that simplifies key concepts for easy understanding, Simple Steps for Sixth Grade provides learners
with easy-to-follow units, clear explanations, skill-reinforcing activities, and an answer key to check accuracy. By preparing
students for today’s rigorous academic standards, this comprehensive resource is ideal for supporting classroom learning and
enhancing home school curriculum. A unique workbook series that offers step-by-step guidance, Simple Steps breaks down
essential concepts so that learners can develop a deep understanding of both math and ELA skills for improved academic
performance. With Simple Steps for Sixth Grade, your child is one step closer to complete school success!
If you've ever struggled to understand mathematics or wondered how you would ever apply what you've learned in your math
courses, Gustafson/Hughes' popular COLLEGE ALGEBRA, 13th Edition is for you. This reader-friendly, clear edition offers precise
coverage supported by numerous, easy-to-follow examples and many new or updated learning features. All content and learning
support is designed to guide you and provide immediate help just when you need it. Revisions clarify the material with new
exercises like Fix It that deepen problem-solving skills and other exercises that strengthen your understanding of procedures.
Review exercises and special modules help address any gaps in your knowledge. In addition, Tips, Cautions and color-coded
boxes for definitions, properties and theorems and strategies identify key vocabulary, concepts and problem-solving strategies.
This edition prepares you for success in future math courses or even other disciplines of study. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Get Better Results with high quality content, exercise sets, and step-by-step pedagogy! The Miller/O'Neill/Hyde author team
continues to offer an enlightened approach grounded in the fundamentals of classroom experience in Intermediate Algebra. The
text reflects the compassion and insight of its experienced author team with features developed to address the specific needs of
developmental level students. Throughout the text, the authors communicate to students the very points their instructors are likely
to make during lecture, and this helps to reinforce the concepts and provide instruction that leads students to mastery and
success. Also included are Problem Recognition Exercises, designed to help students recognize which solution strategies are
most appropriate for a given exercise. These types of exercises, along with the number of practice problems and group activities
available, permit instructors to choose from a wealth of problems, allowing ample opportunity for students to practice what they
learn in lecture to hone their skills. In this way, the book perfectly complements any learning platform, whether traditional lecture or
distance-learning; its instruction is so reflective of what comes from lecture, that students will feel as comfortable outside of class
as they do inside class with their instructor.
Developed to prepare students in the combined elementary and intermediate algebra course for a college-level curriculum,
Elementary and Intermediate Algebra, 4/e, retains the hallmark features for which the Larson team is known: abundant, highquality applications; the use of real data; the integration of visualization (figures and graphs) throughout; and extensive
opportunities for self-assessment (mid-chapter quizzes, review exercises, tests, and cumulative tests).
A Text/Workbook
Algebra II
College Algebra Essentials
Algebra - Drill Sheets Gr. 3-5
Beginning Algebra: A Guided Approach
For grades 3-5, our State Standards-based resource meets the algebraic concepts addressed by the NCTM standards and
encourages the students to review the concepts in unique ways. Each drill sheet contains warm-up and timed drill activities for the
student to practice algebra concepts. The pages of this resource contain a variety in terms of levels of difficulty and content to
provide students with a variety of differentiated learning opportunities. Included are questions involving patterning, evaluating
algebraic expressions, utilizing number lines and graphs, mathematical sentences and algebraic properties. The drill sheets offer
space for reflection, and opportunity for the appropriate use of technology. Also contained are assessment and standards rubrics,
review sheets, test prep, color activity posters and bonus worksheets. All of our content is aligned to your State Standards and are
written to Bloom's Taxonomy, STEM, and NCTM standards.
As in previous editions, the focus in INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA remains on the Aufmann Interactive Method (AIM). Students are
encouraged to be active participants in the classroom and in their own studies as they work through the How To examples and the
paired Examples and You Try It problems. Student engagement is crucial to success. Presenting students with worked examples,
and then providing them with the opportunity to immediately solve similar problems, helps them build their confidence and
eventually master the concepts. Simplicity is key in the organization of this edition, as in all other editions. All lessons, exercise
sets, tests, and supplements are organized around a carefully constructed hierarchy of objectives. Each exercise mirrors a
preceding objective, which helps to reinforce key concepts and promote skill building. This clear, objective-based approach allows
students to organize their thoughts around the content, and supports instructors as they work to design syllabi, lesson plans, and
other administrative documents. New features like Focus on Success, Apply the Concept, and Concept Check add an increased
emphasis on study skills and conceptual understanding to strengthen the foundation of student success. The Ninth Edition also
features a new design, enhancing the Aufmann Interactive Method and making the pages easier for both students and instructors
to follow. Available with InfoTrac Student Collections http://gocengage.com/infotrac. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The new edition of BEGINNING & INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA is an exciting and innovative revision that takes an already successful
text and makes it more compelling for today's instructor and student. The authors have developed a learning plan to help students
succeed and transition to the next level in their coursework. Based on their years of experience in developmental education, the
accessible approach builds upon the book's known clear writing and engaging style which teaches students to develop problemsolving skills and strategies that they can use in their everyday lives. The authors have developed an acute awareness of students'
approach to homework and present a learning plan keyed to Learning Objectives and supported by a comprehensive range of
exercise sets that reinforces the material that students have learned setting the stage for their success. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Algebra - Drill Sheets Gr. 3-5Classroom Complete Press
Mathematics: Journey from Basic Mathematics through Intermediate Algebra
Elementary and Intermediate Algebra: Algebra Within Reach
Elementary Algebra
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College Algebra
Algebra - Task & Drill Sheets Gr. 3-5

When Julie Miller began writing her successful developmental math series, one of her primary goals
was to bridge the gap between preparatory courses and college algebra. For thousands of students,
the Miller/OËNeill/Hyde (or M/O/H) series has provided a solid foundation in developmental
mathematics. With the Miller College Algebra series, Julie has carried forward her clear, concise
writing style; highly effective pedagogical features; and complete author-created technological
package to students in this course area. The main objectives of the college algebra series are threefold: Ë Provide students with a clear and logical presentation of the basic concepts that will prepare
them for continued study in mathematics. Ë Help students develop logical thinking and problemsolving skills that will benefit them in all aspects of life. Ë Motivate students by demonstrating the
significance of mathematics in their lives through practical applications.
Kelley Wingate's Pre-Algebra helps students in grades 5-8 master the pre-algebra skills necessary to
succeed. Aligned to the Common Core State Standards, practice pages are leveled in order to target
each student's individual needs for support. This well-known series, Kelley Wingate, has been updated
to align content to the Common Core State Standards. The 128-page books will provide a strong
foundation of basic skills and will offer differentiated practice pages to make sure all students are
well prepared to succeed in today's Common Core classroom. The books will include Common Core
standards matrices, cut-apart flashcard sections, and award certificates. This series is designed to
engage and recognize all learners, at school or at home.
Larson IS student success. ELEMENTARY AND INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA: ALGEBRA WITHIN REACH
owes its success to the hallmark features for which the Larson team is known: learning by example, a
straightforward and accessible writing style, emphasis on visualization through the use of graphs to
reinforce algebraic and numeric solutions and to interpret data, and comprehensive exercise sets.
These pedagogical features are carefully coordinated to ensure that students are better able to make
connections between mathematical concepts and understand the content. With a bright, appealing
design, the new Sixth Edition builds on the Larson tradition of guided learning by incorporating a
comprehensive range of student success materials to help develop students' proficiency and
conceptual understanding of algebra. The text also continues coverage and integration of geometry in
examples and exercises. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description
or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Larson IS student success. INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA: ALGEBRA WITHIN REACH owes its success to
the hallmark features for which the Larson team is known: learning by example, a straightforward and
accessible writing style, emphasis on visualization through the use of graphs to reinforce algebraic
and numeric solutions and to interpret data, and comprehensive exercise sets. These pedagogical
features are carefully coordinated to ensure that students are better able to make connections
between mathematical concepts and understand the content. With a bright, appealing design, the new
Sixth Edition builds on the Larson tradition of guided learning by incorporating a comprehensive
range of student success materials to help develop students' proficiency and conceptual
understanding of algebra. The text also continues coverage and integration of geometry in examples
and exercises. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Intermediate Algebra: A Guided Approach
Simple Steps for Sixth Grade
Intermediate Algebra: An Applied Approach
Introductory Algebra: An Applied Approach
ASVAB AFQT For Dummies

This easy-to-use packet is chock full of stimulating activities that will jumpstart your
students' interest in algebra while reinforcing major concepts. A variety of puzzles,
games, and worksheets will challenge students as they practice the distributive property,
work with polynomials, and solve and graph linear equations. A special assessment page to
help prepare students for standardized tests and an answer key are also included.
As in previous editions, the focus in INTRODUCTORY ALGEBRA remains on the Aufmann
Interactive Method (AIM). Students are encouraged to be active participants in the
classroom and in their own studies as they work through the How To examples and the
paired Examples and You Try It problems. Student engagement is crucial to success.
Presenting students with worked examples, and then providing them with the opportunity to
immediately solve similar problems, helps them build their confidence and eventually
master the concepts. Simplicity is key in the organization of this edition, as in all
other editions. All lessons, exercise sets, tests, and supplements are organized around a
carefully constructed hierarchy of objectives. Each exercise mirrors a preceding
objective, which helps to reinforce key concepts and promote skill building. This clear,
objective-based approach allows students to organize their thoughts around the content,
and supports instructors as they work to design syllabi, lesson plans, and other
administrative documents. New features like Focus on Success, Apply the Concept, and
Concept Check add an increased emphasis on study skills and conceptual understanding to
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strengthen the foundation of student success. The Ninth Edition also features a new
design, enhancing the Aufmann Interactive Method and making the pages easier for both
students and instructors to follow. Available with InfoTrac Student Collections
http://gocengage.com/infotrac. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
As in previous editions, the focus in PREALGEBRA & INTRODUCTORY ALGEBRA, remains on the
Aufmann Interactive Method (AIM). Students are encouraged to be active participants in
the classroom and in their own studies as they work through the How To examples and the
paired Examples and You Try It problems. The role of active participant is crucial to
success. Presenting students with worked examples, and then providing them with the
opportunity to immediately work similar problems, helps them build their confidence and
eventually master the concepts. To this point, simplicity plays a key factor in the
organization of this edition, as in all other editions. All lessons, exercise sets,
tests, and supplements are organized around a carefully-constructed hierarchy of
objectives. This objective-based approach not only serves the needs of students, in terms
of helping them to clearly organize their thoughts around the content, but instructors as
well, as they work to design syllabi, lesson plans, and other administrative documents.
The Second Edition features a new design, enhancing the Aufmann Interactive Method and
the organization of the text around objectives, making the pages easier for both students
and instructors to follow. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Intermediate Algebra: A Text/Workbook, Second Edition focuses on the principles,
operations, and approaches involved in intermediate algebra. The publication first takes
a look at basic properties and definitions, first-degree equations and inequalities, and
exponents and polynomials. Discussions focus on properties of exponents, polynomials,
sums, and differences, multiplication of polynomials, inequalities involving absolute
value, word problems, first-degree inequalities, real numbers, opposites, reciprocals,
and absolute value, and addition and subtraction of real numbers. The text then examines
rational expressions, quadratic equations, and rational expressions and roots. Topics
include completing the square, quadratic formula, multiplication and division of radical
expressions, equations with radicals, basic properties and reducing to lowest terms, and
addition and subtraction of rational expression. The book takes a look at logarithms,
relations and functions, conic sections, and systems of linear equations, including
introduction to determinants, systems of linear equations in three variables, ellipses
and hyperbolas, nonlinear systems, function notation, inverse of a function, and
exponential equations and change of base. The publication is a valuable reference for
students and researchers interested in intermediate algebra.
Prealgebra 2e
Algebra Essentials and Applications
Pre-Algebra, Grades 5 - 12
Elementary and Intermediate Algebra
Elementary Algebra: Algebra Within Reach

Reviews the concepts and properties of math and algebra, including integers, algebraic expressions, graphing, solving equations,
and working with formulas, exponents, polynomials, factoring, quadratic equations, and radicals.
Prealgebra and Introductory Algebra: An Applied Approach
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